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‘Lockdown’ was the mot-d’ordre 
last year. It applied to most 
people. But to the threatened life 
of a child with heart disease, this 
rule cannot apply. The operating 
room was open. The medical staff 
of doctors, surgeons and nurses 
was always ready, willing, and able. 
The needy parents were relieved 
from the required financing. 

The ravaging of the coronavirus 
may have been distracting from 
other serious health threats. But 
not at Heartbeat. Heart disease 
does not wait its turn. Every 
year, new babies are born, and a 
fraction of them have a problem 
at heart. We therefore persevere 
in our mission: diagnoses, 
surgeries, and fundraising. 

Once again, our musical 
extravaganza could not be 
held – for obvious reasons. We 
all missed the songs, dances, 
enchanting show, and the 
positivity generated by it all. 
We used to count on it every 
year. So did our loyal public. 
But many of our donors and 
partners did not let us down. 
They remained at the side of our 
patients even at such financially 
difficult times. They were not 
sidetracked either.

The year ahead seems to 
present the same challenges. 
Heartbeat is geared up to meet 
it. But our organization is not 
made up of just those working 
day in, day out. It also includes 
all of you, who together, form 
a ripple effect to give our 
mission moral and financial 
strength, and to deliver what 
is needed to those children 
seeking help. When the effects 
of the virus stand in our way, 
you are our antivirus.
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TOTAL           $829,000

TOTAL            $510,000

With Heartbeat 
funds and partners, 
in association with 

the Ministry of Public 
Health, the National 
Social Security Fund 

and the UNHCR*

 » Medical Support for 201 children (in hospital)     $738,000
 » Medical Support for 1,200 children (outpatient)       $71,000
 » Running Cost of the Association                   $20,000
 » Concert & Gala Dinner     Expenses         0 

                   Venue & Catering                                0
                   Fees, Rehearsals, Equipment             0  
                 Production & Logisitic Fees         0
         Additional expenses                   0

* Syrian refugee children are treated with international funds.
**The annual deficit was offset by the cumulated bank provisions of previous years.

 » Concert & Gala Dinner      Proceeds        0
                 Concert Ticketing         0  
                     Gala Dinner Ticketing         0  
                   Auction & Lottery         0
                    Sponsoring           0  
                           Donations           0

 » Partners & Contributors                       $370,000
    AlWaleed Philanthropies          100,000 
    Al Othman Charitable Foundation                  100,000 
    La Chaine de l'Espoir                            60,000  
    Rotary Club Cosmopolitan Beirut                     55,000  
    Let It Beat                                   30,000  
    Other                                     25,000

 » Events                          $65,000
    Everesting Lebanon by Maxime Chaya         35,000
    Bike for Beirut with Lance Armstrong         30,000

 » Individual donors                             $75,000

WHERE DOES THE MONEY
COME FROM?

WHERE DOES THE MONEY
GO?
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MEDICAL STATEMENT 2020

MAIN
 »  Hotel- Dieu de France

 Cardiac Surgery and
 Interventional Catheterisation

SUPPORT
 »  LAU Medical Center

 (Rizk Hospital) Cardiac Surgery

 »  Notre-Dame des Secours
 Interventional Catheterisation

HEART DISEASE
IN CHILDREN

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION
(% OF CHILDREN)
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Sixteen years ago, when Heartbeat 
was barely a year old, H.E. Mrs 
Layla Solh Hamade attended 
our first big concert at BIEL. A 

real connection was immediately 
established. She was touched by the 

commitment and enthusiasm of all those who work hard 
for the cause of Heartbeat. In record time, Alwaleed 
Bin Talal Humanitarian Foundation has become one of 
Heartbeat’s largest and most effective partners.

An annual budget has been devoted to assist treatment 
cost and hospitalisation, sophisticated equipment has 
been put in place, intensive care and diagnostic units 
have been built, all with the aim of saving the lives of 
children suffering from heart disease.

For Heartbeat, having the support of Alwaleed Bin 
Talal Humanitarian Foundation is the best guarantee of 
excellence and reliability.

 Following the explosion that hit Beirut on the 
4th of August, La Chaine de l’Espoir, Heartbeat’s elder 
sister based in Paris, launched “Urgence Beyrouth”, a 
project aiming to financially support access to medico-
surgical care for most vulnerable populations in 
Lebanon. A contribution was offered to Heartbeat to 
cover the treatment cost of nearly 17 children suffering 
from congenital heart disease.

La Chaine de l’Espoir and Heartbeat have long been 
working together to alleviate the suffering of vulnerable 
children in adherence with principles of humanitarian 
aid and human rights. Between 2011 and 2015, the two 

associations had established a program to support the 
treatment of 32 Syrian refugee children with congenital 
heart disease.

Another joint program was established with Ibn Il 
Bitar hospital in Bagdad to provide treatment for 105 
Iraqi children with heart disease as well as training for 
their medical staff. All medical interventions and staff 
trainings took place at the Cardio Vascular & Thoracic 
Department at Hotel-Dieu de France Hospital in Beirut.

The contribution of La Chaine de l’Espoir to assist its 
younger sister Heartbeat will continue in the year 2021.

HEARTBEAT  &
Alwaleed Philanthropies

HEARTBEAT  &
La Chaine de l'Espoir

HOTEL-DIEU DE FRANCE
Centre Hospitalier de l’Université Saint-Joseph de Beyrouth

HUMANITARIAN CONTRIBUTION
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HEARTBEAT  &
Alwaleed Philanthropies

As part of its humanitarian mission, the 
Rotary Club Beirut Cosmopolitan has 
initiated a program for the treatment 
of children suffering from heart disease 
in collaboration with Heartbeat. The 
program has contributed to the treatment 

of 11 children from financially deprived families. This 
initiative was initiated by Mrs. Mimi Hamam, former 
president of Rotary Club Beirut Cosmopolitan, with the 
support of the Acting President Habib Saba, as well as 
former presidents Georges Beyrouti and Adib Mounla.

This program follows a series of collaborations between 
RCBC and Heartbeat, from which a generous donation 
to Hotel-Dieu de France Hospital of two state-of-the-art 
pediatric and neonatal ventilators, among other medical 
equipment, intended to complete the cardiac intensive 
care unit and the Heart of the Child Center equipment.

Moreover, an additional ventilator was offered by Rotary 
to Hotel-Dieu hospital as part of its contribution to the 
fight against Covid-19.

After the big success of the first 
year of collaboration between 
Heartbeat and Al Othman 
Charitable Foundation -one of 
the most generous and respected 
organisations in Kuwait- the 
Foundation made the great 
decision to expand its assistance 

to Heartbeat and Hotel-Dieu hospital.
This decision was motivated by Heartbeat's 
effectiveness in treating children with heart disease, 

and was prompted by the economic crisis in Lebanon, 
exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Al Othman Foundation reached out to Heartbeat, 
Hotel-Dieu and all of Lebanon at times they needed it 
most. The foundation answered the call even before 
it was launched.

Heartbeat is proud and delighted in this partnership 
with Al Othman foundation, for the benefit of children 
in need.

HEARTBEAT  &
Al-Othman Charitable Foundation

HEARTBEAT  &
Rotary Club Beirut Cosmopolitan

HUMANITARIAN CONTRIBUTION



Despite a difficult 
economic situation, the 
Lebanese government 
is providing healthcare to the needy, covering part of 
the hospital bills of most patients.

Heartbeat helps deprived families cover all remaining 
expenses as well as outpatient bills and follow-up 
costs. Heartbeat solves financial issues that occur with 
the administration of the hospital or the Ministry of 
Public Health.

Through this collaboration with public organizations, 
mainly the Ministry of Public Health and Social Security, 
Heartbeat ensures that no child with heart disease is 
left untreated due to a lack of funds.

MINISTRY OF
Public Health

In 2020, the collaboration 
between Heartbeat and Let It 
Beat provided treatment for 10 
children born with heart disease. 

Since the establishment of this partnership in 2015, a 
total of 43 lives have been saved.

 “Let It Beat” is a Swiss-based foundation recognized 
for its worldwide achievements in the treatment of 
underprivileged children with congenital heart disease. 
It operates in the countries of origin of the children 
through the establishment of partnerships with qualified 
local medical teams, and in coordination with Professor 
Beghetti, head of pediatric cardiology of the Cantonal 
Hospital of Geneva.

Since 2012, following the 
devastating war in Syria, 
Heartbeat hasbeen witnessing 

an increased number of Syrian refugee children 
being referred for treatment. A partnership has been 
established with UNHCR to treat these children, 
saving, to date, the lives of more than 400 children 
born with heart disease.

UNITED NATIONS
High Commisioner

for Refugees

LET IT
Beat

HUMANITARIAN CONTRIBUTION
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 » Aline Choucair 
 » André Wardé 
 » Anthony Abraham Foundation
 » Antoine Macoule
 » Arab Bank Switzerland
 » Berytech Scal - Maroun Chammas
 » Charbel & Georgette El Chemali 
 » Dima Cook
 » Georges Zahar
 » Istisharat Systems & Technologies Sal 
 » Joseph Brahimchah 
 » Joumana Sarkissian
 » Karim Chaccour
 » Khalil Arab

 » Lance Armstrong
 » LIA Insurance
 » Libanpost
 » Maria Cassir & Matthias Bittner
 » Maxime Chaya
 » May El-Khalil 
 » Nestlé Middle East Manufacturing
 » Noel Abou Hamad & Family
 » Renée Debbané
 » Robert & Wadad Cook
 » Sami Helou 
 » Sky lounge Services
 » Tony Barrack
 » Ziad Ghandour

◊ H.E. Mrs. Leila Solh Hamade, Alwaleed Philanthropies 
◊ Mr. Oday Al-Othman, Al-Othman Charitable Foundation

◊ H.E. Mr. Raymond Audi, Chairman of Bank Audi
◊ Mr. Tony Salame, C.E.O. Aïshti Group

◊ Mrs. Rose Antoine Choueiry, Choueiry Group
◊ Mr. Tony Nasrallah

PATRONS

 » 460 The Multimedia Store
 » Alwaleed  Philanthropies
 » Al-Othman Charitable Foundation
 » Bank Audi
 » Byblos Bank
 » Crepaway
 » Infopro
 » IPT - Ahmad Nabil Haddad

 » La Chaine de l'Espoir
 » Let It Beat
 » Midis Group - Nabil Bustros
 » Rotary Club Cosmopolitan Beirut
 » Sel & Poivre
 » Sylvie Saliba
 » Tamer Frères
 » Tewtel Group

PARTNERS & MAIN CONTRIBUTORS

CONTRIBUTORS & DONORS

HUMANITARIAN CONTRIBUTION
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 » Abbott
 » Alfa
 » AlJadeed
 » Aouni Kawas
 » Areeba
 » Arope Insurance
 » Asmar Medical
 » Bacchus – Roger Bakhos
 » Banque BEMO
 » Benta Trading
 » Bonjus
 » Bouc Blanc
 » Bouchra Consultancy
 » Bookstop
 » Boutique du Monde
 » Butler’s Bottle
 » Café Najjar
 » Capital Insurance and Reinsurance
 » Cat & Mouth Catering
 » Cats Production
 » Cyberia
 » CKA – Chady Akiki
 » Dar El Handasah
 » DHL
 » Droguerie de l’Union
 » Effat Kreidieh
 » Elie Bekhazi
 » Eshmoon Holistics
 » Ets. Antoine Massoud & Fils
 » FP7 McCann

 » Ghazi Baker
 » Glassline
 » Globemed Lebanon
 » Hussein Madi Foundation
 » IBL Bank
 » IDM
 » Ikebana
 » Impressions
 » Intermedic
 » J.M. Weston
 » KidzMondo
 » Kurban Travel
 » L’Orient-Le Jour 
 » La Libanaise des Jeux
 » Lea Chahine
 » Les Créneaux
 » LBCi
 » LIFCO (Original Marines)
 » Light & Shadow – Eric Deeb
 » Louma Rabah
 » Mark Hachem Gallery
 » Max Factor (KFF)
 » Mediline
 » Mitsulift
 » MSD Holdings LTD
 » MTV
 » Nabil Fahed
 » Nada Chemaly Doumit
 » Nadim Saikaly
 » Nadine Sassine

 » Najib Kheirallah
 » Najib Zeidan
 » Nayla Zovighian
 » nd by Nathalie Dimas
 » Nicolas Gharzouzi
 » OTV
 » Picon - STCI
 » Pierre Azar (Valhrona)
 » Prime Medical
 » Pulse Production
 » Rabih Joueidy
 » Racil Charara
 » SkyBeirut
 » Sabis Education Services
 » Samir & Claude Abillama
 » Saradar Bank
 » Sevann Sisserian
 » Sodicom
 » Strawberries & Champagne
 » Taanayel les Fermes
 » The Mac Shop
 » The Unicorn s.a.l.
 » Télé Lumière
 » Ticketing Box Office
 » Tinol Paints
 » Tony Abdel Massih
 » Tony Baraka
 » Universal Media (UM)
 » Virgin Radio Lebanon
 » Wondereight

HUMANITARIAN CONTRIBUTION
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In an attempt to raise awareness and funds for children 
born with heart disease, Lebanese explorer and Heartbeat's 
ambassador, Maxime Chaya, successfully completed the 
Everesting Lebanon challenge on Thursday October 15, 2020.
Everesting is a new global concept: pick any hill anywhere in 
the world and ride repeats of it in a single activity until the 
equivalent height of Mt. Everest (8848m) is climbed.
After months of planning, preparation and countless training 
sessions, Maxime straddled his road bike at 5AM, cycling up 
and down a hill segment in Marjaba. 

Closely assisted by a team of volunteers and a number 
of cyclists and runners who supported him in his mission, 
Maxime was able to complete the 41 required laps - each with 
a positive ascent of 217m - after 13 hours of almost nonstop 
uphill cycling. 
A big thank you to Maxime, to the ambassador cyclists and 
runners, to the sponsors, donors, organizers, volunteers, and 
everyone who has contributed to making this challenge a 
successful one!

Two months after the explosion that hit the Port of 
Beirut on August 4, cycling star Lance Armstrong visits 
Heartbeat during the Bike for Beirut tour, an initiative 
aiming to raise global awareness and funds for four 
Lebanese NGOs. With more than 30 participants joining 
the cause, the solidarity was heartfelt and restored hope 
and faith among the Lebanese community.
A big thank you goes to Thomas Barrack, Ziad Ghandour, 
and Heartbeat's ambassador Maxime Chaya for making 
this initiative possible.

EVERESTING LEBANON
by Maxime Chaya

BIKE FOR BEIRUT
with Lance Armstrong

HEARTBEAT ACTIVITIES
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HEARTBEAT
Activities
RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
As a response to the Covid-19 global pandemic, Heartbeat artistic 
volunteers released an online cover version of the song “We are the 
world” by USA for Africa. Directed by Rudy Madi, the message aimed 
to pay tribute to all medical teams around the world fighting to save 
people’s lives, while encouraging people to stay home and protect their 
loved ones.

Heartbeat has launched its newly enhanced website and domain name
www.heartbeat.ngo. 
The development and redesign were part of a CSR program by global 
branding and digital agency Wondereight, while the hosting and domain 
name were offered free of charge by IDM, Heartbeat’s loyal internet partner.
New sections and functionalities were added to the website, including an 
updated donation platform that allows people from all over the world to 
support the NGO with contributions in two different currencies: Lebanese 
pounds and American dollars.

Heartbeat is deeply saddened by the loss of 
its dear family member, Maitre Khalil Assha, 
after a long battle against the coronavirus.
Founding member and legal advisor of 
Heartbeat, Maitre Khalil was known for 
his kindness, empathy and diplomacy, but 
above all, for his discreet volunteering to 
help children with congenital heart disease.
Maitre Khalil Assha will forever live in our 
hearts, and in the hearts of all the children 
he helped save. 

HEARTBEAT'S NEW WEBSITE

FOREVER IN OUR HEARTS

Following the financial crisis and coronavirus restrictions, Heartbeat was 
forced, for the first time since 2005, to cancel its annual gala dinner and 
concerts, the NGO’s main fundraising sources to ensure the treatment of 
hundreds needy children.
With the support of Byblos Bank, a TVC was launched during the end of 
year holiday season, aiming to raise awareness about congenital heart 
disease in Lebanon and the importance of donating to save children’ lives. 

END OF YEAR CAMPAIGN WITH BYBLOS BANK

Initiated by Eshmoon Holistics, “Men el Qalb lal 
Qalb" is a campaign promoting local produce 
and craftsmanship while supporting people in 
need. The custom-made heart-shaped pottery 
is crafted by people living with impairments at 
‘Arcenciel’ and packaged using recycled material. 
The gift box is filled with healthy vegan chocolate 
from Eshmoon holistics. 10% of the proceeds go 
to Heartbeat to save the lives of children in need 
of heart surgery.
The launching of the campaign took place at 
Tawlet - Mar Mikhael with the support of the 
Austrian Embassy and the presence of Magician 
Potter for a fun interactive performance.

FROM THE HEART TO THE HEART

For the fourth year in a row, Heartbeat was invited by SSCC Ain Najem 
for a presentation about congenital heart disease and the work of the 
NGO. A fundraising event was then organized by EB6 Students at the 
school and included a tasty bake sale, some originally made accessories, 
and other creative ideas. Thank you College des Saints-Coeurs - Ain 
Najem for always supporting our cause.

COLLEGE DES SOEURS DES SAINTS COEURS - 
AIN NAJEM

HEARTBEAT ACTIVITIES



For your donations and support

ONLINE
www.heartbeat.ngo

OFFLINE
Banque BEMO Sal
Beirut, Lebanon 
Heartbeat-Chaine de l'Espoir 
SWIFT: EUMOLBBE

 » LBP Deposit & Transfers
Account Number: 02169003661LBP
IBAN: LB09 0093 0000 0002 1690 0366 1LBP

 » USD Local Transfers
Account Number: 02169003661USD
IBAN: LB67 0093 0000 0002 1690 0366 1USD

 » USD International Transfers
Account Number: 35013133661USD
IBAN: LB16 0093 0000 0035 0131 3366 1USD

 » EUR International Transfers
Account Number: 35013133661EUR
IBAN: LB66 0093 0000 0035 0131 3366 1EUR

Kindly notify us of bank transfers by email
heartbeat@heartbeat.ngo

Banque Audi
Sofil Branch Beirut, Lebanon
Heartbeat-La Chaine de l'Espoir
SWIFT: AUDBLBBX

 » LBP Deposit & Transfers
Account Number:  325179/01
IBAN: LB81 0056 0003 2517 9462 0010 0901

 » USD Local Transfers
Account Number: 325179/02
IBAN: LB49 0056 0003 2517 9462 0020 0902

 » USD International Transfers
Account Number: 00325179-0020
IBAN: LB56 0056 0000 0000 0032 5179 0020

Heartbeat- La Chaine de l'Espoir

Hotel-Dieu de France hospital,
Boulevard Alfred Naccache
Achrafieh, Beirut – Lebanon
T: +961 1 60400 ext. 3270
M: +961 76 616 535


